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Dear model train hobbyist, we congratulate you with the purchase of RAPTOR .
You have obtained with this purchase a unique device. Raptor is a command control station
allowing the direct driving of your boosters. Through this, your may control locomotives, turnouts,
signals and all kinds of accessories manually. Raptor can also control your entire train layout fully automatically !
By using the Automatic Track Learning it is very easy to enter your train layout into the Raptor
administration.
But that is not all. The base functionally might be expanded with the extra Raptor Function Expansion
Modules. These expansions are ready to be installed in Raptor, by means of an activation code, which are
purchased individually.
Information on a range of optional Raptor expansion modules can be found by visiting our website

www.raptor-digital.eu
The manual in front of you now is also modularly compiled, it explains the functionality of the, out
of the box, base Raptor. Additional manual pages are included when purchasing an expansion
function module .
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This manual gives a step by step explanation to the already vast functionality of the base Raptor.
Please read this manual carefully for a problem free use of the device.
After the introduction and technical specifications you will find information on the unique
automatic track learning facility followed by how to control your layout manually. Followed by
manual pages explaining how to enter and/or change specific settings of your locomotives, turnouts
and signals as they are stored within Raptor's administration database.
We wish you many hours of endless enjoyment with RAPTOR!
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0A1-0 General Information
This chapter supplies important general information and a short description of the Raptor menu
structure. Extensive menu descriptions are to be found in separate chapters.

0A1-1 Most commonly used definitions in this manual:
Departure Block
Arrival Block
Runway

Layout administration
Input module
Input connection
Stop input
Turnout/Signal switching decoder
Loc decoder
Turnout-street
Multi-traction

Starting block of a runway.
End block of a runway.
All track and turnouts between one departure and
arrival block. (Note that the arrival of one runway is
the departure of the next/another runway)
The total chain of all your runways.
Digital component for detecting trains and other
events.
Connection between input module and the track (i.e.
for detecting trains).
An input connection located at a signal and is used to detect
a train reaching the signal (on red).
Digital component to execute Raptor switch
commands.
Digital component to execute a Raptor speed setting
for a given locomotive.
One of more turnout switch directions belonging to a
runway.
Compilation of two or more locomotives, each with separate
decoder address, before a train or cars.

0A1-2 Requirements for usage
Your layout should have at least digital command control turnout and signal switching decoders.
Each block should have at least one input connection before and near the block signal. If you do not
have decoders in your locomotive then your signals must be installed in such a way that trains can
be stopped at the signal by means of a drive power cut when the signal is red. In case your
locomotives do have decoders then signal drive power cut sections for red are not required. Because
Raptor shall send a locomotive stop command for any particular train when it reaches a given red
signal.
There is absolutely no need to use expensive train "transponders" to detect your trains anywhere on the track
because Raptor already has a full "tracking and tracing" built-in feature, which can work with simple digital input
connections of the type "a train stands here or not" Raptor already knows which train exactly is standing at the
reporting input connection. It does not matter what kind of input connection you will use. It may be a continuouscontact rail or single-switch rail or any kind of (current) detection section translated into an input signal. Also you may
use all given input types simultaneously mixed on your layout. Raptor shall handle them all correctly, no additional
settings needed!
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Raptor starts immediately as power is applied and is ready to be used within one second as the main
roll menu is displayed.

This display appears after Raptor
has started up.

0A1-3 The turn and press switch knob combination
An important control element of Raptor is the combination turn and press knob.
This knob is multi-functional, depending on your menu selections. Firstly, you may navigate through
the roll-menu to make your selection by turning either to the left or to the right . The selection is
always on the second line of the LCD display and is printed in capital letters. The selection is then made by
pushing the knob and hence entering it into a particular sub menu. Pushing the knob again brings
you back to the main roll-menu.
Basically, you can quickly look at all kinds of data and settings stored in Raptor by using this knob
alone.

0A1-4 Saving data and settings
All changes of the data and settings made by you (or Raptor) are automatically permanently stored during
the time that power from Raptor is switched off. Permanent data storage in Raptor is time and power independent
and requires NO batteries what so ever.

0A1-5 Factory default
When you want to start Raptor with the (empty) factory defaults then hold down both Del keys
simultaneously during the power on start of Raptor. You will get the question if you want to start in
factory settings. If you'll answer Yes then any previously stored data is not loaded. However, your
stored data is not lost yet! It is only not loaded into Raptor's working area. Only when you save data
from the point of factory default then all your data has been deleted by means of overwriting.

0A1-6 Layout registration
It is very important to register a correct layout administration. It is good to make a list first of
Departure and Arrival blocks of all your runways (in case you do not make use of the Automatic
Track Learning ; see chapter 0B7-3). The layout administration list should mention any departure
block signal with its Stop input connection, turnouts to the Arrival block. Plus the name of the block,
which you may freely choose.
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See the example list of a few runways in the below table:
Departure
block name
B1
B1
B21
B22

Main signal
decoder
number
101
101
120
125

Stop input

1,6
1,6
2,11
2,14

Turnout-street
number/direction
33G, 32G, 48R
33G, 32R
44R

Arrival
block
name
B21
B22
B3
B4

Remarks

Note: Any 'G' in the turnout-street stands for a turnout in the straight(Green) direction
while 'R' stands for the turning out (Red) direction.
If a turnout-street of a runway does not contain turnouts at all, for instance on a main intercity
track, then nothing needs to be filled in (see the B21->B3 runway on the third line).
Every block should have one stop input and one signal. However, the signal itself need not actually
be installed/present on your layout, as is the case for instance in your "hidden" underground stations. Only a
decoder number must be filled in which is not already allocated on your layout, i.e.
free. Signals are for Raptor a visual representation only and may be omitted on locations where you
do not see or need them anyhow.
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0A1-0 Raptor Technical Data and Protocols
Raptor is suitable to send out digital signals according to NMRA and NEM standards to control
below protocols with address range:
Motorola I (old)
Motorola II (new)
DCC 14, 27,28 en 128 steps
Selectrix
FMZ
MFX (Motorola 27/28 steps)

maximum 256 decoder addresses
maximum 256 decoder addresses
maximum 256 decoder addresses
maximum 111 decoder addresses
maximum 119 decoder addresses
maximum 256 decoder addresses

Although theoretical 256 addresses are possible with the Motorola "old" protocol, most of these
fabrications sold in the past cannot be set beyond address 80. These old types need address settings
with dip switches on the decoder itself. Use modern Motorola decoders, programmable with Raptor,
to make use of the full address range.
The address of the loc decoder is usually also used as the loc identification. In the case that this
should be too marginal it is then possible with Raptor to make loc identifications up to 99.999.999
in combination with the locomotive name field.
The number of locomotive functions for each decoder is eight for Motorola, twelve for
DCC(expandable to twenty-four) plus the standard number for Selectrix and FMZ.
Raptor sends out Motorola and/or DCC commands for your turnout, signal and accessory decoders.
In case rail protocols Motorola and DCC are set (see chapter 0B15-0 Rail Protocols) then for each
turnout, signal and accessory decoder both are sent out simultaneously. You may in theory use
either kind together on your layout. When either Motorola or DCC protocol is set (pure native
mode) then only this protocol is used for the turnout, signal and accessory decoders. Therefore, in
case of DCC setting, DCC commands only are sent.
In order to control your digital layout fully automatically, it is necessary to install input modules
according to the S88 standard. At the back of Raptor is a 6 pin connector for use with the
S88 input modules. The current maximum of connectible S88 input modules is 31 units with 16
connections each. That means detection of trains at 496 locations maximum. This should be
sufficient to start with.
Raptor does not have a booster of its own. To power your track you may use stronger boosters of
your own preference to hook on. At the back are two booster connectors. One is the so called 3 pin
CDE connector for Lenz compatible boosters('D') and the other is the 5 pin connector for Märklin
compatible boosters('M'). Both booster connections may be used simultaneously (note however,
that Selectrix and/or FMZ protocols are sent out through the 'M' booster connector only and that
not all boosters are suitable to process these signals.)
Please read chapter 0A4-0 Raptor connections to connect external devices.
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0A2-0 Face view of Raptor
27 15 14 13 12
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1. Add
2. Del
3. Chg
4. Del
5. Article R
6. Article G
7. Keyboard
8. C
9. OK
10. Yes
11. No
12. Lok
13. Speed +
14. Speed 15. Stop
16. Function
17. On
18. Off
19. Direction
20. Halt
21. Led Red
22. Led Yellow
23. Led Green
24. Run
25. Menu
26. Turn/push knob
27. Display

8

9

10

11

26

When adding data and settings
When removing data and settings
When changing data and settings
When removing data and settings
Switch for turnouts, turning out, and signals on red
Switch for turnouts, straight, and signals on green
Input numbers and characters
Correction key (back space)
Acknowledgment
Agree on a question presented
Disagree on a question presented
Locomotive manual control integrated screen
Increase locomotive speed
Decrease locomotive speed
Emergency locomotive stop
Loc decoder function mode / return loc to automatic control Function
on switch
Function off switch
Loc directional change switch
Stop all locomotives (emergency) / disengage automatic drive
Status Led track power off
Status Led track power on
Status Led track power on and automatic drive engaged
Run all locomotives / engage automatic drive
Return to menu without making changes
Navigate roll menus, press to confirm or comfortable controlling loc speed
Status, feedback and other relevant information
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0A4-0 The Raptor connectors
Important:
Raptor and external devices must be powerless at the point of making connections.

1

2

2

3

4

5

6

On the back connector side of Raptor, as displayed above, are connectors described below:
1:

2:

3:

4:

5:
6:

Connector for a power adapter. You may use an adapter between the voltage range of 10 to
20 Volt, either AC or DC, with a minimum of 400mA (1000mA recommended for use with a
very large layout).
Two RBUS (Raptor network BUS) to connect other Raptors and future RBUS devices. More
Raptors on several locations at your layout enables several people to control the layout simultaneously.
Use simple telephone RJ11/RJ12 extension or patch cables, 4 or 6 wires, up
to a total length of 500 meters. Depending on the type of cable, you need to put the cable in
the left or right connector of each Raptor in use. Simply plug either and try the connection
with the RUN/HALT keys until you notice communication.
6 Pin connector to connect input modules according to the S88 standard. Make sure that the
wires of a genuine Märklin S88 cable are pointed upwards when the connector is put in
place. (Depending on the booster and/or rail sensor types used, you may need to connect
one ground pin of one S88 with your booster (rail) ground pin. However, DO NOT make this
ground connection if you are not sure that it will be required! NOTE: the Raptor ground of
connector 1, 3, 4 and 5 are linked together.)
5 pin connector for Märklin compatible boosters by means of a dedicated 5 wired cable.
Make sure that the wires of a genuine Märklin booster cable are pointed downwards when
the connector is put in place.
This connector is dedicated within Raptor as the M booster line.
Suitable boosters are: Märklin 6015/6017, Uhlenbrock Power 2/4/3/6, Littfinski and
others.
3 pin so called CDE connector for compatible Lenz boosters. This connector is dedicated
within Raptor as the D booster line.
Enable the setting of the LCD contrast view for your convenience

Boosters may be connected on both M and D connector simultaneously. Raptor drives both
connections fully synchronized.
Connecting modified or home-made equipment is at your own risk.
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0A5-0 Status of the Led's
The operational status of Raptor is shown by three colored LEDs.
The red LED lights up first when Raptor is powered up. This indicates
that Raptor is ready for control and that the track power is switched off.
The yellow LED lights by pressing once on RUN while the red LED goes
off. This indicates that the track power is now switched on. You may now
initiate manual control as described in chapter: 0B3-0 Raptor usage as a
manual control unit.
By pressing RUN again you may activate automatic control of your layout
next to your manual control. Your layout must have been previously
administrated in Raptor before performing automatic control. The green
LED lights up while the yellow LED goes off. Now Raptor shall switch
turnouts and signals and drive and stop trains according your
administered layout. Meanwhile you may continue to control (your part)
of your layout manually.
Pres HALT in order to disengage automatic control. The yellow LED lights
also up indicating that your trains are being stopped while the track
power remains on. The green LED goes off when all trains have been
stopped. The yellow LED hence the track power remain on.
Press HALT again to switch off track power. The red LED lights up and the yellow LED goes out.

Summary:
HALT
RUN 1e press
RUN 2e press
HALT 1e press
HALT 2e press

No track power, red LED on.
Track power on, yellow LED on.
Track power on and automatic control engaged, green LED on.
Trains are being stopped, yellow LED on. Track power on.
Back to no track power, red LED on.

In case a short-cut is detected through one of your installed boosters then Raptor always shifts, by
means of an internal "halt", towards the red LED status, i.e. switching track power also officially off. The display
shows the message "SHORT-CUT" while indicating if the short-cut has occurred on the
"M"or"D" booster line.
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0B1-0 Input sensor Test
The picture on the left shows an
image of the main roll-menu where
currently sys->INPUT SENSOR TEST
is selected, by having used the
turnable knob.
This selection is chosen by pressing the turnable knob down or the OK button. A new screen opens
where you can see the S88 input modules, detected by Raptor and their current sensor values. At
least the first S88 input module shall be read out, actually present or not. All other input modules
shall be shown as soon as sensor activity has taken place. The number of input modules being read
out does not require a manual setting. Raptor always detects and selects the most efficient input
module scan sequence automatically.
This screen is to verify that your input sensors are working properly since this is vital for reliable
automatic control. Your input sensors are used by Raptor to detect passing trains.
By entering this screen the track power shall be switched on, if this was not already the case. This is
done to aid certain input sensors in need of track power in order to operate. However, you can press
HALT and continue the S88 test scanning with track power off.
Raptor is able to detect how many
operating input modules are online.
They are shown on the display.

Line one: Input connection numbers
Line two :Shows input module 1 with all contacts "open".

In the screen example a line of "zeros" is shown. These zeros are "contacts" read by Raptor through the input
module. A '0' means that the respective contact is "open"(no train) while a '1' means the contact is "closed"(train
present). In case more than one input module is available then the others can be selected , include their respective
value read outs, by turning the knob.
A handy feature in this screen is the underscore character '_' shown. The underscore always stands
on the right side of the contact which status has last changed. For instance you can go to the other
side of your layout, where you cannot look on the screen, trigger a input sensor and walk back to see
if it has changed at all, to verify operation. Note that the underscore stands on the next line if the last
changed contact concerns number 16.
The fact that you can do this input sensor test during automatic control(green LED on) is a very
handy feature. This allows you to monitor and verify the operation of all contacts without
interfering with automatic control.
Pressing the turnable knob down or the OK button displays the main roll-menu.
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0B2-0 Layout registration
A unique feature is the possibility to register your layout manually or automatically. For manual
registration it is important to make a list of block names, turnout and signal numbers etc. which are
required during manual layout input. This is less important for automatic registration, but it is
recommended to keep a ready list available. An example of compiling such a list is described in
chapter 0A1-6.
The Layout Registration selection is
selected by pressing the turnable
knob down or the OK button. A new
screen opens where you may Add or
Delete certain runways of your
layout.
Line four: Shows article 44 last switch handling to green position.

0B2-1 Enter runways using the unique Automatic Track Learning feature of Raptor.
It is essential that your Raptor should be connected to the layout and that input modules are
installed and working properly. Also your turnouts and signals should have been equipped with
digital decoders.

0B2-2 Principle of the Automatic Track Learning feature.
The principle is quite simple! Place a locomotive before any block signal of departure of your
choice. Set all turnouts, using the keyboard, in the correct direction in order for the locomotive to be
able to drive to the next block of arrival. Set the signal in the departure block on green. Select and
drive the locomotive, using the Speed + and Speed- buttons to the signal in the next/arrival block.
The locomotive shall stop when detecting an event on one of the input connections. Raptor will ask
if this detected input number is correct. As in the above procedure, switching turnouts with one
signal, is repeated until all signals from all drive directions have been passed.
Note that when the locomotive is manually driven, under Track Learning, Raptor registers, i.e.
learning, all block names, signal of each block, runways between blocks, turnouts settings(directions
and order of switching) for each runway and all the input connections which are present on that
route automatically. Raptor also calculates and registers all the crossings between the learned
runways so that automatic safety measures are engaged during Automatic Drive(RUN) to prevent
(flank) collisions which might otherwise happen on your layout. The single operation required was
driving a locomotive manually on your layout!!
New block names are generated by Raptor using the signal (decoder) number of that block and
putting at least one zero (0) character in front of it. You can always change any given (generated)
block name later into a name of your appropriate and easy to remember selection with the Blk
RENAME BLOCKS menu selection.
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0B2-3 Automatic Track Learning step by step:
Standing in the main roll-menu, turn the knob until the Layout Registration is selected. Confirm
selection by pressing the turnable knob down or the OK button.
Place a (digital) locomotive at/before a (digital) signal.
Press the Add key and acknowledge the "Follow Automatic Track Learning" question with the OK
key.
Raptor shall engage power on the track and is now in Track Learning mode.
Switch the turnouts, if applicable, in such a way that the loc is able to drive to the next signal. This is
done by typing each (digital) turnout number and pressing the Article R(turn out) or G(straight) key
until all turnout to the next signal are in the right position. Please note that a turnout that shall be
used must always be switched using the Article R(turn out) or G(straight) key even if the turnout is
already in the right position. Otherwise Raptor does not register/learn the (decoder) number of that
turnout. Leave the turnout in the right position again. In case you have switched the wrong turnout
decoder number than you may cancel last turnout number registration by pressing the NO key.
Then switch the decoder number of the signal(where the loc is standing before NOW) to GREEN, by
typing the (digital)signal number and the Article G key. Set the loc into motion by typing its decoder
number and pressing the Speed + key. Press subsequent Speed + keys to bring up the loc to an
appropriate, not too fast, velocity.
Continue
As soon as the loc has reached an input connection it shall be stopped immediately. On the display
you'll read a message saying at which input connection number the loc has been stopped. If the loc
has been stopped at an input connection which shall not be used as a stop-input, for the intentioned
next (target) signal, press the Speed + key again to resume previous motion speed. Do this until the locomotive is standing
still at the stop-input of the next signal.
Switch the turnouts, if applicable, in such a way that the loc is able to drive to the next signal, as was described previously.
Then switch the decoder number of the signal where the loc is standing before
NOW to GREEN, as was described previously also.
Press the Speed + key to resume previous set motion speed. Continue above loop until the loc has
passed all signals from all directions.
To end the Automatic Track Learning make sure that the locomotive has stopped at a signal. Then
switch that signal to GREEN only. Press the OK key at this point to end the Automatic Track Learning
and to return to the runway registration screen.
You may begin and end the Automatic Track Learning as often as you want.
It may look like a complex procedure and that you must memorize a lot. However you'll notice that
the procedure handles actually quite logically and lets you use a "natural" method of driving one
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train over your layout. In reality there are only a very few extremely large layouts needing more
time to be entered in Raptor then two hours using the Automatic Track Learning.

0B2-4 Enter runways manually
By making the choice of the
Layout Registration selection in
the main roll-menu, you will see
the screen displayed on the left.

This chapter describes the manual entering of runways of your layout . Press the Add key and
answer the "Follow Automatic Track Learning" question with the NO key and then the OK key.
An input field appears on the left side
of the third display line . You can at
this point, enter the (new) name or
number combination of a block of
departure. Press the OK button to
confirm the block name entered. The
cursor now goes to the second input
field where you can type the (new)
block name of arrival. Confirm again with OK. Your runway input is now displayed on the second
line of the display in "off" status. The main signal(decoder)numbers and stop input connection numbers, belonging
to the entered block names, must be registered separately using the Blk SIGNAL and Blk STOPINPUT selection in
the main roll-menu.
If signals and stop input have been
registered then the runway status can
be switched to "on". This is done by
pressing the Chg key. Then the
runway pointed by the cursor is
switched "on" if the given
requirements are met.
Likewise,the runway can be toggled "off" again using the Chg key also.
To return to the main roll-menu press the OK button or the knob down.
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0B3-0 Raptor manual control usage
Raptor has easy to use features to command control your entire layout manually. You can control
turnouts, signal and accessories while modifying locomotive speeds at the same time.
The yellow LED should be on to control your layout manually. In case the red LED is on press RUN
once. Then the yellow LED comes on and power is applied to the track.

0B3-1 Switching turnouts, signals and accessories
Commanding a turnout for instance is very easy. First simply type the number of the turnout on the
keyboard. Second press either the Article G key to switch the turnout into the straight position or
the Article R key for the turning out position. The last entered (turnout) decoder number remains
ready under the Article R and G key in order to repeat quickly the switching into the straight or
turning out position. There is no need to re-enter the decoder address each time in this case.
Likewise is the control of signals and all kinds of accessories which has a digital decoder address or
number. You may switch decoders from any Raptor screen currently active!
Depending on the type of the switching article, it may be necessary to adjust the"switching duration"of the article.
Please refer to chapter: 0B8-0 Power time turnouts/Signals.

0B3-2 Controlling speed
Commanding locomotive speeds is also very easy. First simply type the number of the locomotive
decoder on the keyboard. Second press either the Speed + key to increase the locomotive speed or
the Speed - key to decrease the speed. The last entered locomotive decoder number remains ready
under the Speed + and - key in order to modify the speed quickly in order to reach the desired
velocity.
In case Raptor has full control over your locomotive speed you then overrule the automatic
control with your manual actions.
The below line of the display shows the current selected locomotive number and speed using a
quick notation. For instance if L10+03 is shown it means that the Light(L) of locomotive 10 is on and
it's driving forward(+) with speed step 3. A lower capital (l) means the the Light is off while a (-)
means that the locomotive is driving in the reverse direction.
The STOP key sends a halt command to the locomotive immediately. The Direction key changes the
forward/reverse direction of the locomotive. You may select and control locomotives from any Raptor screen
currently active!
When you choose another locomotive then your previous locomotive continues on the last speed
setting.
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0B3-3 Switching loc decoder functions
In case you have selected a loc decoder you may then control the Light function with the ON and
OFF keys. To switch other function numbers type in the number of the function and then the ON or
OFF key. The last switched function number remains ready under the ON and OFF key for a quick
repeat.
The automatic speed control can be automatically overruled when you select a locomotive. This is a
necessary action if we want to switch loc decoder functions. However, do as follows if you want to
change the loc decoder functions only and keep the speed of the selected locomotive under
Raptor automatic control. If the loc has not been selected, type the loc decoder number and then
the FUNCTION key. Doing so keeps the locomotive under automatic control while you may
switch its function only. But do not touch the Speed keys because then you would take over the
speed control as well.

0B3-4 Loc controller.
A facility is present to control a locomotive in an easy manner with the turning knob only. Type the
decoder address of the locomotive and then press the blue LOK key. Just locnumber -> LOK. An
alternative way to select a locomotive into the loc controller is LOK -> locnumber -> OK.

The Loc Controller screen opens.
See the example on the left.

Line one: decoder address of the locomotive; here 22.
Line two: Name, function status and the decoder brand type.
Line three: Arrow to the right or left depending on driving direction and graphical speed indication; here step 5.
Line four: Quick notation showing loc decoder 22 with light on driving forward with speed step 10.

The name of the locomotive appears on the second line of the display or, if unknown, “Guest” in case
the loc has not yet been registered in Raptor.
When the Loc Controller screens opens Raptor may still have control over the speed of the selected loc
if Raptor is in Automatic Drive(green LED light on).
You may see the speed (indicator) appear and increase when turning the knob clockwise, while
counter clockwise decreases the speed. Pressing the knob down shall stop the loc while changing
the locomotive into the alternative driving direction.
By doing this you have signaled Raptor that you have taken control over the locomotive
speed.
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However, pressing the blue FUNCTION key always gives speed control back to Raptor(until
you turn the knob again). The graphical speed indicator disappears when Raptor gains
control.
On the third line of the display a # symbol may appear in the graphic speed indicator if the
locomotive has been registered in Raptor in menu Loc REGISTRATIONS. This # symbol indicates at
the proper position the maximum set cruise speed of the locomotive.
It operates like a safe speed reducer which normally avoids too great a speed. You may change the
maximum (cruising) speed in menu Loc CRUIS SPEED. However, in the loc controller it is possible to overrule the
speed reducer temporarily by simply pressing the Speed + key. This disables the speed
reducer and the # symbol disappears. In order to enable the speed reducer again, press the Speed key.
The easy loc controller can be called from any screen.
The easy loc controller remains active provided the MENU, NO or LOK key is not pressed.
Pressing the MENU key leaves the loc controller and:
- the loc remains selected under your speed control.
Pressing the NO key leaves the loc controller and:
- the loc remains selected at your convenience however under Raptor speed control.
Pressing the LOK key leaves the loc controller after which:
- the Loc is no more selected and remains fully under Raptor control.
You can select another locomotive from and to the loc controller by using the key combination
locnumber -> LOK.
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0B4-0 Save Data
Selecting the menu choice Sys SAVE DATA enables all entered and collected data to be safely stored.
Choosing the Sys SAVE DATA
selection in the main roll-menu
allows all data to be immediately
saved.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS FUNCTION IS AVAILABLE AFTER RAPTOR HAS BEEN PUT BACK TO FACTORY
DEFAULT SETTINGS ONLY ! DURING NORMAL OPERATION SHALL ALL DATA ALREADY BE FULLY
AUTOMATICALLY SAVED BY RAPTOR CONTINUOUSLY AND UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES !

Saving data is possible when the red or yellow LED light is on , but not during automatic drive with
the green LED on. The process of saving all data required only a few seconds!
When data has been saved you will see on the below display line a rolling message confirming this
and further notifying you that the Raptor system may now be powered down.
When data has been stored safely, Raptor returns to the main roll-menu. You may switch power to
Raptor off now or consider the data saved "intermediate" and continue using Raptor by operating new choices in the
main menu.
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0B5-0 Stop-input
The menu selection Blk STOP-INPUT offers the facility to enter or alter an input connection to be
used as a stop-input. The functionality of a stop-input is that if Raptor has commanded a locomotive
to a block signal on red, then this locomotive shall be commanded to stop immediately by Raptor as
soon as it has reached the stop-input at that signal. Depending on installed Function Expansion
Modules and how the dead-weight simulation of your locomotives was set, the distance between
the stop-input and its signal may vary between 20 centimeters to 2 meters at your convenience In
case you do not use brake-inputs, it is recommended to set the dead-weight simulation of your
locomotive decoders approximately the same way. The decoder's dead-weight setting should be
done in such a way that each locomotive can stop your distance choice between each stop-input and
its respective signal nicely. This will prevent locomotive over- or under-shoots stop at red signals.
(In case you do use brake-inputs then the setting of each decoder weight is a lot more flexible and
may vary among your locomotives.)

By making the choice of the Blk STOPINPUT selection in the main rollmenu, you will see the screen displayed
below on the left.

The arrow points at the block name,
which you have entered before, and
the number of the input connection
to be used as an stop-input.

Line two: Block 1-1 stop-input is connected on input module 1 at connection 1.

You will see at the right side of the display the input connection (to be) used as an stop-input. The
first number is the (S88) input module number on which the connection has been made. The second
number is the connection number (1 to 16) used of the (S88) input module.
On the line below is printed “Chg”, this means that you have the possibility to make changes by using
the Chg key. To enter a stop-input for the first time is equally a change, since as default stop-inputs
have the value 0,0 as current setting to be changed.
In order to change a stop-input first navigate with the turnable knob until the block name of your
stop-input is pointed at by the arrow. Then press the Chg key. The cursor now flickers at the first
input field containing the current input module number. Use the keyboard to edit this number. Press
the OK key to confirm that the (changed) number is correct.
The cursor is now standing in the second field containing the current input connection of the input
module. You can use the keyboard again to edit this number and/or press OK to confirm.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to an other block name and repeat above procedure or
press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B6-0 Main signal Hp0 / Hp1
The menu selection Blk MAIN SIGNAL HP0/HP1 offers the facility to enter or alter a decoder
address to be used as a main signal. Changing a decoder address may be necessary when modifying
your tracks or wiring on your layout.
To select this menu use the turning
knob in the main roll-menu until the
menu choice appears in capital
letters, as shown in the picture left.
Enter the screen selection by
pressing the turning knob down or
the OK key.

The arrow points at the block
name, which you have entered
before, and the number of the
main signal which is located at the
end of the block. Press the Chg key
to alter the main signal number.
Line two: The main signal in block 11 is

connected to decoder address 13.

In order to change a main signal number first navigate with the turning knob until the block name of
your main signal is pointed at by the arrow. Then press the Chg key. The cursor now flickers at the
input field containing the current signal number. Use the keyboard to edit this number. Press the OK
key to confirm that the (changed) number is correct.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to another block name and repeat above procedure or
press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B7-0 Turnout-street
The menu selection Rwy TURNOUT-STREET offers the facility to control the turnout-streets
manually or enter/alter several turnout streets on your layout.

To select this menu use the
turning knob in the main rollmenu until the menu choice
appears in capital letters, as
shown in the picture on the left.
You'll enter the screen selection
by pressing the turn knob down
or the OK key.

The arrow points at the runway,
entered previously, containing
turnout numbers to be switched in
order to drive over the runway.
Press the Chg key to make
alterations to the turnouts.
Line one: Departure block 1-1 and Destination block 11 is the runway selected by the arrow.

When you want to switch the turnouts into the right direction manually belonging to, for instance,
runway 1-1 -> 11, simply press the Yes key. (First make sure that the yellow status LED is on.) Then
Raptor shall switch the turnouts of the selected runway into the correct direction immediately. To
switch another turnout-street of a runway, first select the appropriate runway with the arrow using
the turning knob and press Yes again.
In order to add or change turnout numbers, including the switching order, in the street of a runway
first navigate with the turn knob until the runway is pointed by the arrow. Then press the Chg key.

After pressing the Chg key, while
runway 1-1 -> 11 is selected, the
display on the left (with example
numbers also) appears .

Line three: turnout number 44 is to be switched in the turnout(red) direction of runway 1-1 -> 11.

Pressing the Add key opens two input fields on the third line to enter the turnout number to be
switched, in the left field and the direction to switch into, in the right field.
The cursor now flickers at the left input field. Use the keyboard to enter the decoder address of the
turnout. Press the OK key to confirm that the number is correctly entered. Then the cursor shall
flicker in the input right field . The direction of the turnout will be entered here, press either the
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Article G key to switch the turnout into the straight direction or the Article R key for the turning out
direction. Again press the OK key to confirm that the switching direction is correctly entered. The
turnout just entered is now added to the list. You may navigate through the (street) list of turnouts
with the turning knob.
In order to remove a turnout from the list first use the turning knob to select the turnout to be
deleted by pointing it with the arrow. Then press both Del keys simultaneously to delete the
turnout from the street list. You will see that the turnout number has now disappeared.
In the example above is turnout number 44 being entered into the Article R red position, which is
the turning out direction for a turnout.

In order to add more turnouts to
this runway press the Add key
again.

Note that the order of turnouts entered is relevant in the switching order! A turnout-street is
being switched beginning with the first turnout, located at the top of the screen, and working its way
down the turnout list. If for instance you want turnout 12 to switch after turnout 44 has switched,
make sure that the turnout 44 is entered already and that the arrow, using the turn knob, is pointed
at it. Then press the Add key to enter number 12. Raptor now places turnout 12 after 44 in the list
and shall switch accordingly.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to an other turnout and repeat above procedure or
press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B8-0 Power Time Turnouts/Signals
The menu selection Sys POWER TIME TURNOUTS/SIGNALS offers the facility to modify the power
duration of each turnout, signal or accessory decoder address individually.
To select this menu use the turning knob in the main roll-menu until the menu choice Power Time
appears in capital letters. Enter the screen selection by pressing the turning knob down or the OK
key.
Modifying the power duration for decoders might be necessary for "heavy" turnouts for instance or turnouts that use
motors to switch. The default Raptor power duration of one tenth of a second(1/10) might be increased up to ten
seconds(100/10) for each individual decoder address.

The default power duration of 1/10
second is shown on the left display.

Line two: Decoder address 1 is selected and is set on 1/10 of a second.

In order to modify the Power Time of an decoder address first navigate with the turn knob until the
address is pointed by the arrow. Then press the Chg key.

The cursor now blinks at the input
field. Use the keyboard to enter
the power duration of the decoder
address. Press the OK key to
confirm that the number is
correctly entered.
Line two: The power time of decoder address 1 is now changed into 2.4 seconds(24/10).

It is advised not to enter a power duration that takes longer then what the article present at that
decoder address is designed for. Even if articles can take long power durations then consider also
that all switchings are executed in sequence which might slow the handling of turnout streets down
if many Power Times are un-necessarily long. (No need to worry about locomotive control because
locomotives are not at all influenced by article power durations.)
Zero seconds is allowed as a power time in case for instance a quick relay needs to be switched and
for "virtual signals "which do not actual exist in "hidden" underground stations.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to another Power Time and repeat above procedure or
press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B9-0 Renaming Blocks
The menu selection Blk RENAMING BLOCKS offers the facility to modify the name of each block. If
you have entered your layout using the Automatic Track Learning then all block names have the
same name identification as the respective signal numbers in the blocks. In case you have your own
system of block naming conventions most suitable for your layout (and your mind for that matter)
then all block names can be altered here at will.

Use the turning knob in order to
select this menu, in the main rollmenu until the menu choice
appears in capital letters, as
shown in the left picture. Enter the
screen selection by pressing the
turning knob down or the OK key.

The arrow points at the block
name, previously entered, to be
changed by pressing the Chg key.

Line two: Selected block name identification is 1-1.

The cursor now flickers at the input field. Use the keyboard to enter the name identification of the
block. Press the OK key confirming that the name is correctly entered.

Letter combinations can also be
entered by quickly and repeatedly
pressing on the same key.

Line two: Block name identification 1-1 is to be changed in 123.

The input of letters is similar of a mobile phone and alike. Using the alpha/numerical keyboard
however does require some practice. It is not uncommon to have a tendency to press too slowly or
too quickly at the beginning. When pressing too slowly may result in not getting the required letter.
When pressing too quickly may result in not getting the required number. However, the C key is at
your disposal to back-space any wrong input character.
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Remark:
In case you start your name identification with the zero (0) character the alpha letter input is
then disabled for this name identification. Should you not choose the alpha-numerical naming
convention procedure simply disable it by using a starting zero each time and use quickly
enter able block numbers only. Both conventions can also be mixed, some frequently used
blocks as quick numbers and others as easily recognizable full names.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to another Block Name and repeat above procedure or
press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B10-0 Track Protocol
The menu selection Sys TRACK PROTOCOL offers the facility to alter the digital protocol (mix) that
Raptor sends out over the track. With such a protocol locomotive and switchable accessories are commanded and
should match the decoder types installed on your layout. It is possible to use
several digital protocols simultaneously or one genuine protocol only.

To select this menu use the
turning knob in the main rollmenu until the menu choice
appears in capital letters, as
shown on the left picture .Enter
the screen selection by pressing
the turning knob down or the OK
key.

At the right side of the display is an
arrow pointing to the left indicating which
protocol(s) are currently sent
to your layout track.

Line two: Motorola I, II, 27 & 28 plus DCC 14,27,28 & 128 are currently engaged.
MD means that Märklin and DCC booster connector outputs are utilized

Several protocols can be seen by turning the knob, genuine or combinable, passing by the arrow. (As
a safety measure, turning the knob to view other protocols leaves the current protocol setting
intact.) To select a new protocol (combination) setting, press the turning knob down or the OK key.
Supported protocols are:
DCC 14 steps
DCC 27 steps
DCC 28 steps
DCC 128 steps
Märklin Motorola I (old)
Märklin Motorola II (new)
Märklin Motorola 27 steps
Märklin (Mfx) 28 steps
Selectrix
Fleischmann FMZ
The protocol sent are for locomotive and turnout/signal decoders for Motorola and DCC. Raptor
sends out commands for the Selectrix and FMZ protocols locomotive decoders only.
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BE CAREFUL to choose the right protocols! Selecting the wrong protocol (mix) could lead to
unexpected results. For instance if you select a non-DCC protocol (mix) while having DCC
locomotives on your track then all of them would race at full speed! Motorola locomotive decoders,
on the other hand, shall stop upon a non-Motorola mix (even if their speed was set in a previous
section) until they notice a Motorola protocol again.
This menu offers the following choices, where the "M" stand for the 5pins Märklin booster output while the "D" stands
for the 3 pins DCC booster output:
Dcc & Motorola
Sel(ectrix) >M / Mot&Dcc
Sel&Fmz >M / Dcc
Motorola I,II,27 & 28
DCC 14,27,28 & 128

>MD
>MD
>MD
>MD
>MD

When a selection has been made a question of confirmation to engage the new protocol (mix)
appears on the display line below. NO is filled in as a default. Answering NO shall bring you back to
the main roll-menu while leaving the track protocol unchanged. Answering with the YES key and the
OK key shall activate your protocol choice immediately and brings you back to the main roll-menu.
Raptor is set to the DCC and Motorola mix as the default.
Remark:
Although it is quite possible to use DCC and Motorola protocols simultaneously on your
layout track, it is advisable to keep to either of them. If you have at the moment a genuine
DCC layout, it is a very good practice to continue to use DCC decoders only and set Raptor to
genuine DCC protocol as well. The same principle applies to a genuine Motorola layout.
Doing so keeps your Raptor extremely agile even for very large layouts with a large(60 or
more) number of trains.
Using both protocols on a very large layout with many trains(more than 60) simultaneously takes a little
overhead which might be noticeable with a less speedy Raptor when using the main rollmenu for instance during automatic drive. Also, not all decoders respond accurately when
"strange" protocols are presented to them. Decoder manufacturers often report this in their
decoder's manual.
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0B11-0 Locomotive Registration
The menu selection Loc REGISTRATION allows the addition or deletion of registrations of
locomotives, by means or their decoder addresses. Locomotives need to be registered in order to
use them in Automatic Drive and to store all future linked information with the automatic SAVE DATA process.

Use the turning knob in the main
roll-menu to select this menu until
the menu choice appears in capital
letters, as shown in the left
picture. Enter the screen selection
by pressing the turning knob
down or the OK key.

Line two: Loc decoder 3 is added as a Guest and loc 12 is being added.

A blinking cursor appears by pressing the Add key where you enter the locomotive decoder
address, using the numerical keyboard, to be registered in Raptor. Confirm the correct input by
pressing the turning knob down or the OK key.
You may continue pressing the Add key and enter a loc decoder address until you have registered
your entire collection.
In order to remove a locomotive from the registration list first use the turning knob to select the loc
to delete by pointing it with the arrow. Then press both Del keys simultaneously to deleted the loc
from the registration. The loc number will then disappear.
When the registration is completed press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B12-0 Decoder Brand and Decoder Type
The menu Loc DECODER BRAND/TYPE allows you to see the locomotive addresses previously
registered or used (during this power cycle) as a “Guest” loc. For efficiency reasons and in order to
enable the control of additional loc decoder functions it is necessary to specify the exact digital
protocol type for each loc decoder. Raptor will then be able to control each loc decoder with its
individual appropriate digital command protocol.

Select this menu by using the
turning knob in the main rollmenu until the menu choice
appears in capital letters, as
shown in the left picture. Enter the
screen selection by pressing the
turning knob down or the OK key.

Line three: Loc decoder 12 has light switched on and has not yet have a decoder specification.

Use the turning knob to navigate
with the arrow pointing at the loc
number, previously entered.

Line two: Loc decoder 3 has light and function 2 and 5 switched on and is set to Märklin MFX 28 steps.
Line three: Loc decoder 12 has been set to Märklin Motorola II .

To change the digital command protocol for the loc number, pointed by the arrow, press the Chg
key. You will see the next possible protocol appear and this protocol is effective immediately on
your track. Continue to press the Chg key until the correct protocol has appeared. (There is no need
for confirmation with the OK button here, simply navigate away upon a satisfactory selection.)
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Raptor is able to send the following protocols to each decoder individually:
mot
MOT
M27
M28
dcc
d27
d28
DCC
Sel
Fmz
mds

Märklin Motorola I (old)
Märklin Motorola II (new)
Märklin Motorola 27 steps
Märklin Mfx 28 steps
DCC 14 steps
DCC 27 steps
DCC 28 steps
DCC 128 steps
Selectrix
Fleischmann FMZ
All of the above

As long as loc decoder choice “mds” is selected, then all protocols are sent to the decoder allowed
through the settings in menu Sys TRACK PROTOCOL. However, In order to use a loc decoder in
Automatic Drive, it is necessary to select one specific protocol for this particular loc decoder.
Selecting a protocol type for a loc decoder must be carefully carried out. Choosing the wrong type
might result in either unexpected behavior, no functionality or erratic driving behavior. In which
case, another type of protocol must be chosen for this decoder. Also check the description supplied
with your loc decoder or ask your supplier.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to another loc decoder number and repeat above
procedure or press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B13-0 Loc Name and Description
The menu selection Loc NAME/DESCRIPTION offers the facility to alter the name or short
description of each locomotive. You may select your own easy to memorize name using no more
than 5 characters. Raptor will use and display this name throughout the system for easy
identification.
By making the choice of the Loc NAME/DESCRIPTION selection in the main roll-menu, the following
screen will appear.
The (previously entered) locomotive
numbers appear on the left screen.
On the right the current loc name shown.
The default locomotive name
is: TRAIN.

Line two: The name TRAIN is being altered into V-200.

Navigate with the turning knob until the arrow points at the locomotive name, previously entered,
to be changed by pressing the Chg key. The cursor now blinks at the input field. Use the keyboard to
enter the name identification of the locomotive. Press several times relatively quickly on the same
key in order to use letter combinations. The input of letters is similar to that of a mobile phone .
Using the alpha/numerical keyboard however, does require some practice. It is not uncommon to
have a tendency to press too slowly or too quickly at the beginning. When pressing too slow you
may not obtain the letter of your choice. When pressing too quickly, you may not obtain the number
of your choice. The C key is at your disposal to back-space any wrong input character.

Press the OK key to confirm the
correct name entry. The new name
replaces the old one.

Line two: New name V-200 is entered and confirmed.

You may navigate again by turning the knob to another loc number/name and repeat above
procedure or press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B14-0 Multi-Traction
The menu selection Loc MULTI-TRACTION offers the facility to team-up several locomotives as a
multi traction span under one leading locomotive.

Select this menu by using the
turning knob in the main rollmenu until the menu choice
appears in capital letters, as
shown on the picture left.
Enter the screen selection by pressing the turning knob down or the OK key.

The following screen will appear when choosing the Loc MULTI-TRACTION selection in the main
roll-menu.
This menu shows your (previously
entered) locomotive numbers on the
left. The number of the next
locomotive in the span is displayed
on the right or zero if the loc ,pointed
by the arrow is the last one in the
span. (Or the only one in the span).
Line two: locomotive 12 is being coupled to locomotive 3

In order to team-up locomotives, navigate with the turning knob until the arrow points at the
locomotive to be used as leading locomotive. The cursor will flicker at the input field by pressing
the Chg key. Enter the loc decoder address to serve as a slave loc to the loc number pointed at by the
arrow. Press the OK key to confirm the correct entry of the slave number. The new span chain of
locomotives is effective immediately.
To decouple (or split) a span chain of locomotives also navigate with the turning knob until the
arrow points at the locomotive when to decouple the slave locomotive. By pressing Chg and filling in
loc decoder address 000 at the input field the slave loc is decoupled from the leading (or previous)
loc, pointed to by the arrow, after pressing the OK confirmation key.
Since a slave loc can have a slave loc coupled also you may team-up unto 64 locomotives in a single
multi traction span. NICE: you may mix all kinds of decoder protocols/brands within any multi
traction span.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to another (leading) loc number/name and repeat
above procedure or press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B15-0 Cruise Speeds
The menu selection Loc CRUISE SPEEDS offers the facility to alter the cruise speed of each individual
locomotive decoder address. The cruise speed within Raptor means in fact the maximum allowable
speed step of the locomotive during Automatic Drive, while shown as a maximum advisable speed
under the Loc Controller.

Select this menu by using the
turning knob in the main rollmenu until the menu choice
appears in capital letters, as
shown on the left picture.
Enter the screen selection by pressing the turning knob down or the OK key.
The default cruise speed step set to
half the maximum speed step (28)
possible within Raptor. Speed step
14 is the default.

The cruise speed is therefore the maximum speed that you want the locomotive to have on your
layout. The cruise speed will therefore not the maximum speed that the loc decoder is capable of
driving. One advantage of this feature is that there is no need to change speed settings of the loc
decoder itself (if possible at all with old type decoders), through a programming track for instance,
but simply adjust the maximum automatic speed step of any loc decoder type from Raptor's
keyboard.

Navigate with the turning knob
until the arrow points at the
locomotive with the cruising
speed to be altered.

Line two: Cruise speed of loc decoder 1 is increased to step 16.

The cursor will blink at the input field by pressing the Chg key. Enter the new cruise speed that
Raptor shall apply during Automatic Drive. Press the OK key to confirm the correct entry of the
speed step. Should Raptor be currently in Automatic Drive mode then the new cruise speed step for
that locomotive is effective immediately.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to another loc number and repeat above procedure or
press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B16-0 Deploy trains
The menu selection Trn DEPLOY TRAINS offers the facility to deploy trains somewhere on your
layout into service in order that Automatic Drive may run them over your tracks. You have total
choice of positioning your trains on your layout. All you need to do is tell Raptor only once, through
this menu screen, in which block you have placed each train. Raptor will keep full automatic track if
this or any train has arrived in the blocks where Raptor has commanded them to proceed during
Automatic Drive.

Select this menu by using the
turning knob in the main rollmenu until the menu choice
appears in capital letters, as
shown on the left picture.
Enter the screen selection by pressing the turning knob down or the OK key.
0B16-1 Taking a train into service
Only locomotives that having been registered previously(see 0B11-0) and with a specified decoder
type (see 0B12-0) may be deployed in a departure block of the layout administrated in Raptor. This screen will show
what trains are "AVAILable" for service and the ones requiring registration and/or a decoder specification first.

Example of a locomotive decoder
number having been used in a loc
controller but not yet registered
through Loc Register trains (see
0B11-0).

Line two: Loc decoder address 3 needs to be registered before deployment.

Navigate by using the turning knob until the arrow points at the locomotive to be taken into service
on your layout. To deploy the train press the Add key.
Then Raptor asks this train to command to the point where its service should begin. (This may be necessary when
the train is standing "between blocks" and should be driven manually to the nearest block signal.) When the train is
standing within the boundaries of a block confirm the "NO" selection with the OK key. Otherwise press the YES key
and then OK to drive the loc with low speed further on. Press the OK key again as soon as the train comes within the
boundaries of a block or reaches the next block signal. Then Raptor shall command the train to stop.
An input field with a blinking cursor appears where the name of the block is to be entered where
the train is standing now.
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The input of block names is similar to that of a mobile phone. By pressing several times relatively
quickly on the same key letter combinations can be entered too. Using the alpha/numerical keyboard
however does require some practice. The tendency to press too slowly or too quickly at the
beginning is not uncommon. When pressing too slowly you may not obtain the required letter.
When pressing too quickly you may not obtain the required number . The C key is at your disposal
to back-space any wrong input character. Should you have started your block name identification
with zero (0) character then the alfa letter input is disabled for this name identification. Therefore,
should you not require the alpha-numerical naming convention procedure simply disable it by using a
starting zero each time and using quickly enter able block numbers only.
Press the OK key to confirm correct entry of the block name . When the block name appears next to
the selected train on the screen then the train has been taken into service.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to another loc number and repeat above procedure or
press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
You might now use the RUN button to engage Automatic Drive. See also 0A5-0 Status of the LEDs.

0B16-2 Taking a train Out of Service
Navigate by using the turning knob until the arrow points to the locomotive to be taken out of
service from your layout. Press the Chg key when the train is placed on a location that can not be
under the control of the Automatic Drive, such as a side-track or even its own "box". Then the train
with the locomotive shown by the arrow is put out of service.

0B16-3 Run locomotive with cruise-speed on free track
A locomotive decoder, of which its service status is "AVAILable" (i.e. Out of Service), may be set to run constantly
on its set cruise-speed during the Automatic Drive by pressing the Chg key (again).
The service status for the loc, shown by the arrow, changes from"AVAILable" (Out of Service) into "Runs on cruisespeed on free track".
This feature may be used for all kinds of motor driven utilities. Such as cable-cars, conveyors and
others. You may also use this feature on a conventional layout where turnouts and signals are
controlled through non-digital relays and other analog devices. Entering a conventional layout into
Raptor in this case is not required! However, all the trains on a conventional layout do have digital
loc decoders with the advantage of keeping control of each individual speed. The utilities or digital- locs-on-aconventional-layout shall be running automatically, each on their individually set
(cruise)speed, when you put Raptor in Automatic Drive, through the RUN key, and stop again after
pressing the HALT key.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to another loc or utility number and repeat above
procedure or press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
You may now use the RUN button to engage Automatic Drive. See also 0A5-0 Status of the LEDs.
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0B17-0 Location & Status of trains
The menu selection Trn LOCATION & STATUS offers the facility to look over Raptor's shoulder, as it
were, to monitor Raptor train reservations and movements.

Choosing the Trn LOCATION &
STATUS selection in the main rollmenu, allows you to see the screen
displayed on the left.

line one: gel twee: the V-200 with loc decoder address no. 1, is still AVAILable.
Line two: Train with loc decoder address 2 is located in block 3.

In the above example is train number 2 located in block 3. The two dots(..) after block number 3
indicates that an available route, over one or more runways with block 3 as the departure block, is
being calculated by the Raptor Route Search Engine. When a route has been found then all arrival
blocks are reserved and displayed in order of passing through on the screen for the departing train.
(Raptor meanwhile executes the route by switching turnouts into the right direction and afterwards commanding
the signal(s) to green and the train to pull-up, automatically.)
Should the train not drive away as commanded, because of a possible bad contact, a question
mark(?) appears next to the delayed train number after the expiring of the Estimated Time of
Arrival(ETA) indicating that the train is showing difficulties on the displayed route.
Navigate by turning the knob to another set of trains in order to view and/or monitor their
movements or press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
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0B18-0 Manual check-in train arrival
The menu selection Trn MANUAL CHECK-IN offers the facility to administrate a train arrival
manually in a destination block. This may be used should a train not be utilizing an input (reed or
switch) contact because of possible mechanical (intermittent) failure. You may also deliberately
choose to disconnect a certain input connection in order to free completed runway train movements
manually.

Select this menu by using the
turning knob in the main rollmenu until the menu choice
appears in capital letters, as
shown on the left picture. Enter
the screen selection by pressing
the turn knob down or the OK key.

The arrow points to the block
name, previously entered and the
number and name of the train, between
{} brackets, located in the block. Should
brackets not show a name then the
block is free.

Navigate by using the turning knob until the arrow points to the block name and the
locomotive/train identification where confirmation is to be given to Raptor that the train is present
in the block.
Pressing the Chg key, at the block and train name, marks the train as arrived in the block pointed at
the arrow and will free any previous block(s). Pressing the Chg key by a standing train or at an
empty block is ignored.
You may navigate again by turning the knob to another train arrival and repeat above procedure or
press the knob down to return to the main roll-menu.
This menu selection is available during Automatic Drive only.
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